Material selection and long-term maintenance strategy of knee and hip prosthesis
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Abstract: With the increasing trend of aging population, knee and hip replacement surgery has been widely used as the main method to treat joint diseases. In this paper, the material selection and long-term maintenance strategy of knee and hip prosthesis are deeply studied. Firstly, by comparing the mechanical properties of metals, ceramics and other new materials, the importance of individualized material selection is put forward. Considering the patient's age, activity level and other factors, it is very important to choose suitable materials for the success of the operation. Secondly, the paper emphasizes the key of long-term maintenance after operation, including regular follow-up, imaging examination, material interface management and other strategies to ensure the long-term stability of joint prosthesis. In particular, the importance of anti-infection strategy in maintenance is emphasized, and the risk of infection is reduced through measures such as preoperative infection risk assessment, intraoperative aseptic operation and preventive antibiotic application. Scientific and reasonable material selection and long-term maintenance strategy are expected to improve the success rate of joint prosthesis surgery and bring longer-term health benefits to patients.
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1. Introduction

In today's society, with the aging of the population and the improvement of living standards, joint diseases have increasingly become an important factor endangering human health. Among them, knee and hip diseases, as one of the main problems affecting the quality of life and daily activities, have attracted widespread attention [1-2]. For those patients who have lost joint function due to joint diseases or serious injuries, joint prosthesis replacement surgery has become one of the key ways to restore their quality of life and mobility.

With the continuous development of joint prosthesis technology, material selection and its long-term maintenance strategy become very important. The material selection of joint prosthesis not only directly affects the quality of life and joint function of patients after operation, but also affects the stability and durability of the prosthesis [3]. Therefore, it is particularly urgent and necessary to study the material selection and long-term maintenance strategy of knee-hip prosthesis.

The purpose of this paper is to comprehensively evaluate the commonly used materials of knee and hip prosthesis, including metal, ceramics and polyethylene, and to explore their application in joint prosthesis replacement surgery and their advantages and disadvantages. In addition, this paper will deeply analyze the influence of long-term maintenance strategy on the performance of joint prosthesis and patients' rehabilitation, in order to provide more scientific and feasible guidance for clinicians. The research on the material selection and long-term maintenance strategy of knee and hip prosthesis is expected to provide a new theoretical basis for improving the surgical effect of patients, reducing surgical complications and prolonging the service life of joint prosthesis, and provide useful reference for the development and clinical practice of joint replacement surgery in the future.

2. Material selection of knee and hip prosthesis

2.1. Metal material

In the material selection of knee and hip prosthesis, metal materials have attracted much attention
because of their superior mechanical properties and biocompatibility \[\text{[4-6]}\]. Titanium alloy is widely used in the field of joint prosthesis because of its light weight, high strength and biocompatibility. Its advantages include corrosion resistance, low density, good biocompatibility and elastic modulus similar to that of human bones. This makes titanium alloy an ideal joint prosthesis material, which can reduce the burden on patients and provide lasting support. However, some shortcomings of titanium alloys are also worthy of attention, such as relatively low wear and fatigue properties in high stress environment. Therefore, these problems need to be considered in the design and manufacture of titanium alloy to ensure its reliability in long-term use.

Stainless steel is another common metal material, and its mechanical properties and biocompatibility make it a suitable choice for joint prosthesis \[\text{[7]}\]. Stainless steel has high corrosion resistance, strength and rigidity, and is suitable for joints that bear large forces and loads. However, due to its relatively high density, it may have a certain impact on the patient's surgical burden. One of the advantages of stainless steel is its relatively simple manufacturing process and low cost. This makes stainless steel an economical choice in some specific cases, especially for those medical systems that pursue cost-effectiveness.

Tantalum is a relatively rare metal. Because of its biocompatibility and good corrosion resistance, it has gradually become an alternative material for joint prosthesis \[\text{[8]}\]. Tantalum's low friction coefficient and small friction and wear make its application in joint surface quite promising. However, tantalum also has some challenges, including its high cost and low strength. These factors need to be carefully balanced in the design to ensure that the tantalum prosthesis can maintain its performance in long-term use.

Generally speaking, metal materials have unique advantages and challenges in knee and hip prosthesis, and doctors and engineers need to choose the most suitable materials according to the specific conditions and needs of patients. Further research and technical innovation will help to optimize the properties of metal materials, improve the long-term stability of joint prosthesis and the quality of life of patients.

**2.2. Ceramic material**

In the selection of materials for knee and hip prosthesis, ceramic materials are widely studied and applied because of their hardness, wear resistance and biocompatibility \[\text{[9]}\]. Zirconia ceramics are favored in the field of joint prosthesis because of its high hardness, low friction coefficient and excellent biocompatibility. Its high wear resistance makes it have excellent durability on the joint motion surface, which reduces the possibility of material particles caused by friction and wear. However, the brittleness and high cost of zirconia ceramics need to be considered. Although the technical progress in recent years has improved the toughness of zirconia ceramics, care should be taken in the design and manufacture process to ensure its reliability and safety in joint prostheses.

Alumina ceramics is another ceramic material commonly used in knee and hip prosthesis. It has similar hardness and wear resistance, but relatively more toughness. This makes alumina ceramics easier to process in the design of joint prosthesis and reduces some manufacturing challenges. However, compared with zirconia ceramics, alumina ceramics have a slightly higher friction coefficient, which may cause more wear in long-term use. Therefore, when choosing ceramic materials, doctors and engineers need to comprehensively consider factors such as patients' age, activity level and individual differences, so as to ensure the selection of materials that are most suitable for patients' needs.

Ceramic materials have shown unique advantages in knee-hip joint prosthesis, but further optimization is needed in engineering design and manufacture to meet the needs of different patients and improve the performance and durability of joint prosthesis.

**2.3. Polyethylene material**

Polyethylene materials, especially ultra-high molecular weight polyethylene (UHMWPE), play an important role in knee and hip prosthesis. This material is widely used because of its excellent wear resistance, biocompatibility and light weight \[\text{[10]}\]. UHMWPE is a kind of polyethylene with highly linear structure and extremely high molecular weight. This makes it have excellent wear resistance on the surface of joint prosthesis, and reduces the generation of wear particles produced in joint movement. UHMWPE has excellent biocompatibility, which reduces the patient's rejection reaction to the prosthesis. Although the application of UHMWPE in joint prosthesis has been successful, one of its weaknesses is the potential fatigue fracture problem. Long-term biomechanical load may lead to the decline of fatigue performance of UHMWPE, so it is necessary to avoid excessive force and pressure when designing joint
prosthesis. In order to solve some challenges of UHMWPE, researchers and engineers are committed to improving its manufacturing process and adding some modifiers to improve its mechanical properties and long-term stability.

In order to further improve the performance of polyethylene materials, some studies have explored the composite application of UHMWPE with other materials, such as ceramics and metals. The design of this composite material aims to make full use of the advantages of various materials, thus improving the performance and durability of the whole material. Considering the patient's age, activity level and surgical requirements, doctors can choose the most suitable material among different polyethylene materials or in combination with other materials to provide a more personalized and lasting joint prosthesis. Polyethylene shows excellent wear resistance and biocompatibility in knee and hip prosthesis, but it needs to be innovated in manufacture and design to meet the different needs of patients and improve the overall performance of joint prosthesis.

3. Material properties and applications

3.1. Evaluation of mechanical properties of materials

The evaluation of mechanical properties of materials is an important part in the selection of joint prosthesis materials. In order to ensure the long-term health of patients and the durability of prosthesis after operation, it is necessary to comprehensively evaluate the mechanical properties of materials.

Tensile strength and yield strength are two key performance indexes of materials under tensile load. By measuring these parameters, the resistance of materials under external tension can be evaluated, so as to judge whether they can withstand daily activities and heavy loads. Elastic modulus and stiffness are parameters that describe the deformation degree of materials under stress. For joint prosthesis materials, these parameters are very important to ensure that artificial joints can simulate the elastic behavior of natural joints during movement. Higher elastic modulus usually means better rigidity, but the comfort of patients needs to be weighed.

Besides strength and stiffness, ductility and toughness of materials are also important performance indicators. In the application of joint prosthesis, the material needs to have enough ductility to prevent rupture or fracture and maintain its structural integrity. Fatigue performance refers to the stability of materials in repeated loading and unloading cycles. Because the joint is an area of frequent exercise, the joint prosthesis material needs to have excellent fatigue strength to prevent fatigue damage caused by repeated exercise. Friction will occur during the movement of joint prosthesis, so wear resistance is a crucial performance index. Evaluating the wear resistance of materials can predict the durability of joint prosthesis in long-term use and reduce the particles produced by friction, thus reducing the risk of postoperative complications of patients.

Figures 1~3 below show the comparison of tensile strength, elastic modulus and ductility of three different materials (Titanium Alloy, Ceramic Composite).

![Figure 1: Comparison of tensile strength](image-url)
Titanium Alloy shows high tensile strength, reaching 900 MPa, which is more advantageous than the other two materials. This may make Titanium Alloy more suitable for applications that need to bear large tensile load. The tensile strength of Stainless Steel is 600 MPa, which is lower than Titanium Alloy, but it still shows sufficient strength. This makes Stainless Steel still a feasible choice in some specific application scenarios. The tensile strength of Ceramic Composite is 400 MPa, which is lower than the other two. This shows that Ceramic Composite may not be as stable as metal material under tensile load.

![Figure 2: Comparison of elastic modulus](image)

Ceramic Composite has excellent elastic modulus, reaching 350,000 MPa. In contrast, the elastic modulus of Stainless Steel is 200,000 MPa, while that of Titanium Alloy is 110,000 MPa. This shows the advantages of Ceramic Composite in resisting deformation and maintaining shape stability.

![Figure 3: Ductility comparison](image)

Stainless Steel has obvious advantages in ductility, reaching 20%. This means that Stainless Steel can be better deformed when subjected to external force, which is suitable for application scenarios that require large deformation. The ductility of Titanium Alloy is 8%, which is among the three. Although it is relatively low, in some cases, Titanium Alloy still has enough ductility. Ceramic Composite has the lowest ductility, only 2%. This shows that Ceramic Composite is more prone to fracture when subjected to external force, which is suitable for scenes with low ductility requirements.
If you pay attention to strength and ductility in the design, you can choose Titanium Alloy, especially in applications that need to bear high tensile load. If we pay attention to deformation resistance and shape stability in the design, we can choose Ceramic Composite, especially in the environment of light load and high elastic modulus. Stainless Steel provides a balance between elastic modulus and ductility, which is suitable for those scenes that require both strength and ductility.

3.2. Biocompatibility and immune response

Biocompatibility refers to the degree of mutual adaptation between joint prosthesis materials and surrounding tissues. Excellent biocompatibility can reduce patients' rejection and discomfort to the prosthesis and promote the healing process. Joint prosthesis materials need to interact well with surrounding cells without affecting cell growth and differentiation. The evaluation of cell compatibility usually includes the observation of cell proliferation and phenotype after the material comes into contact with cells. After implantation, the reaction of the surrounding tissues is an important indicator of biocompatibility. By observing the morphological changes, inflammatory reaction and fibrous tissue formation in the implanted area, we can evaluate whether the material is in harmony with the surrounding tissues.

Immune response is the defense mechanism of human body against foreign substances, and the degree of immune response directly affects the long-term stability of joint prosthesis during implantation. Whether the material will cause inflammatory reaction after implantation is an important immune response index. Slight inflammatory reaction is helpful for wound healing, but excessive inflammation may lead to the destruction of tissues around the prosthesis and the progress of the disease. Whether the material can avoid the rejection of the immune system, that is, immune tolerance, directly affects the long-term performance of the material in patients. The evaluation of immune tolerance needs to consider the surface properties, shape, chemical composition and other factors of materials. By monitoring the immune markers in serum, we can know the immune response of patients to joint prosthesis. Especially for metal materials, knowing the concentration of metal ions in serum can help to evaluate whether patients have an uncomfortable reaction to the materials.

In the selection of joint prosthesis materials, comprehensive consideration of biocompatibility and immune response is a key step to ensure the success of surgery and the postoperative comfort of patients. Through careful evaluation of cell and tissue compatibility and monitoring of immune response, we can fully understand the performance of joint prosthesis materials in patients, and provide strong support for the smooth operation and postoperative rehabilitation of patients.

4. Long-term maintenance strategy

4.1. Prosthetic fixation technique

Prosthesis fixation technology plays a crucial role in joint replacement surgery, directly affecting the stability of the prosthesis and the rehabilitation effect of patients after surgery. Cement fixation technology is one of the traditional methods for joint prosthesis fixation. By using polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) cement, the prosthesis is firmly connected to the bone. The advantages of this method are fast fixation, relatively low cost, and suitability for various types of patients. However, the challenges of cement fixation technology include potential cement loosening, fatigue rupture, and opacity, which limit its application in some young and active patients.

Cement-free fixation technology is an advanced method that has attracted much attention in recent years. It can be directly combined with bone by coating a special coating on the surface of prosthesis or using surface treatment technology. The advantage of this technology lies in reducing some potential problems caused by cement, such as cement loosening and immune reaction caused by particles.

In addition, cement-free fixation technology is more suitable for young patients because it provides more lasting fixation. Nail fixation technology is a method to fix the prosthesis directly to the bone through bone nails or screws. This technique is often used in knee replacement surgery, especially for patients with good bone. The advantage of nail fixation technology lies in providing stronger stability, but its challenge lies in the relatively complicated surgical process and high requirements for bone. In practical application, doctors need to comprehensively consider different fixation techniques according to the specific conditions of patients, including bone status, age and activity level. Individualized treatment plan is helpful to maximize the success rate of surgery and the rehabilitation effect of patients.
4.2. Interface management of bone prosthesis

The interface management of bone prosthesis is a vital link in the long-term maintenance of joint prosthesis, which is directly related to the long-term effect of successful operation. Regular follow-up and imaging examination are one of the important means to effectively manage the interface of bone prosthesis. Through regular X-rays, CT scans or magnetic resonance imaging, doctors can know the position and stability of the prosthesis and the surrounding bone condition in time. This helps to find potential problems early and take necessary intervention measures. Looseness is one of the common problems in the interface of bone prosthesis, which easily leads to pain and dysfunction. Through clinical examination and imaging technology, doctors can evaluate the combination of prosthesis and bone to ensure its stability. For the loose situation, doctors need to take timely repair measures to prevent the problem from getting worse.

Infection is a serious complication in the interface management of bone prosthesis. During regular postoperative follow-up, doctors need to pay close attention to whether patients have symptoms of infection such as fever, redness and pain, and take corresponding anti-infection treatment. For high-risk patients, such as immunosuppressed patients, it is necessary to manage the infection risk more carefully. The rehabilitation process of each patient is unique, and the individualized rehabilitation plan is very important for the long-term stability of the bone prosthesis interface. Rehabilitation plan should include regular rehabilitation exercise, physical therapy and lifestyle management to promote the adaptive adjustment of bones and enhance the stability of prosthesis. Patient education is a key part of interface management of bone prosthesis. Doctors need to convey correct rehabilitation information to patients and guide patients to actively participate in the rehabilitation process, including following the doctor’s advice, regular examination and timely reporting abnormal symptoms. The active participation of patients is very important for the success of long-term maintenance.

4.3. Prevention and control of joint prosthesis infection

Joint prosthesis infection is a serious complication in joint replacement surgery, which may lead to pain, dysfunction and even the need for secondary surgery. Before operation, doctors should conduct a comprehensive infection risk assessment for patients. Considering the patient's medical history, immune status, chronic diseases and other factors, evaluate whether the patient has the potential risk of infection. For high-risk patients, doctors may need to take extra precautions. Sterile operation during operation is one of the basic principles of joint replacement surgery. Doctors and surgical teams should follow strict operating procedures to ensure that surgical instruments and surgical areas are kept in a sterile state. In addition, preventive application of antibiotics is a key step in the prevention and control of intraoperative infection, which can effectively reduce the risk of postoperative infection. Postoperative patients need regular follow-up and monitoring to find and deal with any possible signs of infection in time. Including monitoring the patient's body temperature and observing whether there are symptoms such as redness, swelling and pain in the operation area. For patients with abnormal conditions, corresponding examination and treatment should be carried out in time. Patient education is an important part of infection prevention and control. Doctors should introduce the precautions of postoperative self-care and infection prevention and control to patients in detail, including keeping the operation area clean, avoiding injury and changing wound dressings regularly. Improving patients' awareness of infection prevention and control is helpful to reduce the risk of infection.

5. Conclusions

In the field of knee and hip prosthesis, material selection and long-term maintenance strategy are the key factors to ensure the success of surgery and the quality of life of patients after operation. Material selection should fully consider the individual differences of patients, including age, activity level and overall health status. Young and active patients may be more suitable for materials with better wear resistance, while elderly patients may pay more attention to biocompatibility and comfort. In practical application, the reasonable combination and application of different materials can give full play to the advantages of various materials and reduce their respective disadvantages. The combination of metal and ceramics, for example, can balance their performance and improve the overall performance of joint prosthesis. With the development of surgical technology, we emphasize the necessity of long-term maintenance and regular follow-up of postoperative patients. Through regular inspection, we can find and deal with potential problems in time to ensure the stability of joint prosthesis and the quality of life of patients. Although remarkable progress has been made in the field of joint prosthesis, it still faces
some challenges, such as fatigue properties and long-term biocompatibility of materials. In the future, through the research and development of new materials, innovation of manufacturing technology and more intelligent prosthesis design, it is expected to further improve the success rate of surgery, reduce complications and enhance the postoperative experience of patients.
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